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Abstract—This experiment was conducted in attempt of improving hydrodynamic efficiency of the propulsion mechanism by installing a spring to the wing so that the opening angle of the wing in one stroke can be changed automatically, compared to the existing method of fixed maximum opening angle in Weis-Fogh type ship propulsion mechanism. Average thrust coefficient was almost fixed with all velocity ratio with the prototype, but with the spring type, thrust coefficient increased sharply as velocity ratio increased. Average propulsive efficiency was larger with bigger opening angle in the prototype, but in the spring type, the one with smaller spring coefficient had larger value. In the range over 1.0 in velocity ratio where big thrust can be generated, spring type had more than twice of propulsive efficiency increase compared to the prototype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Weis-Fogh mechanism[1],[2], which was discovered by the hovering flight of a small bee(Encarsia Formosa), is gathering attention of many scientists studying hydrodynamics for the unique and efficient lift generation mechanism[3~7]. Recently, engineering application of the mechanism is actively attempted as well [8]-[12]. Some scientists proposed a propulsion model that applied the principle of the mechanism, and conducted experiments on dynamic characteristics and driving test of a model ship, which showed that this propulsion mechanism worked very effectively as a new ship propulsion system[9]. Also, Some scientists visualized the unsteady flow field that was created around the wings when the propulsion mechanism was being operated[13], and verified the time variation of the thrust and the drag on the wing[14]. The weakest point of this mechanism is that while the efficiency of propulsion is high, the range of the velocity ratio that generates maximum propulsive efficiency is narrow, and the velocity ratio is under 1, which means the thrust is relatively small. To put to practical use of this propulsion mechanism, supplementing this weak point is most important. To generate high thrust in the high velocity ratio range, changing the wing of propulsion mechanism from a hard, flat-plate to elastic body would make it possible. In fact, the wings of a small bee and the body of a fish are elastic, and there is enough possibility that elastic body contributes to the improvement in thrust. Therefore, in this study, we will attempt to improve the thrust, drag, and efficiency characteristics of the propulsion mechanism by using an elastic wing with attached spring which automatically adjust the opening angle in one stroke.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Model of Propulsion Mechanism

First, the model of the propulsion mechanism that will be used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 1.

The figure shows the model from upper perpendicular side; as one flat-plate wing works in a certain motion in the water channel, thrust is generated toward the left of the figure, which is the direction of the ship. As point P, which corresponds to the center shaft of the wing, oscillates perpendicular to uniform flow $U$ and in the velocity of $V$, the wing first opens at the lower surface, then maintaining an opening angle of $\alpha$, it moves translationally in parallel, and finally rotates and closes on the upper surface. Then, the wing repeats the motion by opening at...
the upper surface in rotation, moves in translation, and finally rotates and closes on the lower surface. Originally in the Weis-Fogh mechanism, one pair of wings open at a certain angle, and while maintaining the angle, each wing moves to the opposite direction of each other. But when seen from the body, the movement of the each wing can be considered as reciprocals. Therefore, by installing channel walls at the symmetrical line and executing the motion with a single wing as in Fig. 1, by the mirror effect, the identical effects can be achieved as the Weis-Fogh mechanism.

B. Measurement of the Thrust and Drag Acting on the Wing

The experiment is conducted by making a wing driving system that gives the same wing movement as the propulsion mechanism in Fig. 1, which is installed in the circulating water channel where uniform flow runs, and measuring thrust and drag on the wing. The schematic diagram of driving unit of the wing is shown in Fig. 2 The main structure of the system is made with acrylic board and aluminum angle bar, and the dimensions are 500mm in length and 650mm in width to fit into the circulating water channel. In the wing driving system, the shaft is fixed onto the slider and the slider is attached to one side of the belt so that when the motor(DC 30W) spins forth or backwards, the wing moves in an oscillating motion. The front and back spin of the motor is operated by a limit switch and a relay circuit installed at the ends of the slider rail, and the velocity of the wing movement is controlled with adjusting the spin speed of the motor. The wing used in this experiment was made in the shape of NACA0010; as shown in Fig. 3, the size of the wing is chord C=100mm, and its span 160mm. The shaft was penetrated at the point of 0.75C away from trailing edge of the wing through a hole of 3mm in diameter.

The shaft was made with a titanium bar, 9mm in diameter. The wing is inserted in the shaft of the wing so that when the slider moves in a reciprocating motion, a momentum around the shaft works toward the wing to open it, and in the closing stage, the leading edge of the wing collides with the side board, forcing it to close. In this experiment, two types of wings were used as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Maximum opening angle $\alpha$ is fixed in (a), and $\alpha=15^\circ$, 30$^\circ$ angle adjustment plate was made. (b) was made so that opening angle $\alpha$ was automatically adjusted by the water resistance applied on the wing when it moved; in other words, two kinds of steel line, diameter of $\phi =0.8$, 1.0, were bent to function as springs as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The ultimate point of this experiment is to improve propulsive efficiency by adjusting opening angle with the water resistance, instead of prototype's fixed opening angle in Weis-Fogh type propulsion mechanism. The measurement of the spring coefficient of each spring is shown in TABLE I.

Thrust and drag was measured by cutting the balance, or top of the shaft, evenly in front, back, right and left, as shown in Fig. 3, and by attaching 4 strain gauges, thrust and drag was measured by deformation of these gauges. In other words, the voltage waveforms from the strain gauge comes out as the value of thrust and drag by pre-compensated coefficient on a personal computer, through a bridge circuit, strain amplifier and A/D converter in each channel(2 channels in total). The experiment fixed maximum opening angle $\alpha$ at 15$^\circ$ and 30$^\circ$, changed uniform flow U(U=0.049~0.349m/s) and wing movement velocity V(V=0.055~0.246m/s) at regular intervals to prototype wing and spring type which automatically adjusts opening angle, measured the time variation of thrust and drag, and yielded average thrust coefficient, average drag coefficient, and average propulsive efficiency by averaging the values in
one cycle. The range of Reynolds number is $\text{Re}=7.2 \times 10^3 \sim 3.9 \times 10^4$ when wing chord was fixed as unit length and yielded by uniform flow $U$.

C. Definition of the Characteristic

Each coefficient that shows the hydrodynamic characteristic of this propulsion mechanism, that is, thrust coefficient $C_T$ and drag coefficient $C_D$ is defined as follows, by wing movement velocity $V$.

$$C_T = \frac{T}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V^2 S}$$

$$C_D = \frac{D}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V^2 S}$$

$T$ represents thrust, $D$ for drag, $\rho$ for the density of the fluid, and $S$ for the wing area below the water surface. As defined in Fig. 4, thrust $T$ is in the direction of the progress of the ship, which is the opposite direction of uniform flow $U$. Drag $D$ is the opposite direction of wing movement velocity $V$.

$$\eta = \frac{\int_0^{T_c} C_T U dt}{\int_0^{T_c} C_D V dt} \times 100$$

Here $T_c$ represents the period of one cycle of wing movement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

First, in one stroke of each spring type elastic wing illustrated in TABLE I, the change of opening angle according to wing position change is shown in Fig. 5. Here, $x$-axis expresses the dimensionless value of wing moving distance $y$ to the width of the channel $h$; as shown in the figure, although there are some differences according to the velocity ratio $V/U$ and the spring coefficient, the change of opening angle according to the wing position change in the channel is very big when the wing leaves from the channel surface, then the opening angle decreases until it comes to a certain angle where it stabilizes and moves translationally, then finally, when the wing approaches the other side of the channel, it opens up a little bit before it closes. The change of thrust coefficient $C_T$ and drag coefficient $C_D$ over 2 reciprocating movements of the wing at velocity ratio $V/U=1.0$ is shown in Fig. 6.

The dotted line in the figure expresses the prototype flat-plate wing with maximum fixed angle at $\alpha=15^\circ$, and the solid line expresses the spring type elastic wing that adjusts opening angle by using steel line of $\Phi=1.0$ used as spring. In the figure, the $x$-axis expresses the traveling distance of wing shaft normalized by the channel width; this value means the number of strokes. First, looking at the change of thrust coefficient, the value is $+$ through the whole stroke except for the opening stages, which means regardless of the wing’s reciprocating motion, thrust occurs toward the direction of the progress of the ship. However, when comparing the dotted and solid lines, in dotted line, there are some fluctuations but have relatively constant value, whereas solid line decreases after having a large value at the beginning of the stroke. This is because when the wing moves from opening stage to translational stage, during opening, the negative pressure side of the wing, that is, the wing takes off from the wall where the pressure between the wing and the channel wall is much lower than the pressure toward the moving direction. As a result, a vortex is released from the trailing edge of the wing. In fact, in the prototype case, during the opening in visualization experiment [13] of the flow field, fluid is inhaled because of the negative pressure between the wing and the wall, and through numerical calculation [14], we confirmed that vortex was released from the trailing edge of the wing in translational stage. But in the spring type case, a...
momentum is applied because of the spring; therefore before it takes off, the wing has to open up to a larger angle as the trailing edge of the wing touches the wall, which we can assume that right before take off, the pressure difference of both sides of the wing should be smaller than in the prototype. Therefore in the spring type case, the wing can shift over to translational stage with effective Weis-Fogh mechanism.

Meanwhile, when looking at the change of drag coefficient (b), in each stroke, the value is reversed with x-axis; this is because each stroke of wing movement is in opposite direction. Solid line of the drag coefficient is smaller than dotted line, but the difference is very small. This is because with elastic wing, the opening angle increases little bit because of water resistance during wing movement. Especially water resistance increases in the closing stage, but as shown in Fig. 5, opening angle opens automatically by spring, which prevents decrease of propulsive efficiency that occur with drag increase.

(a) Average thrust coefficient and (b) Average drag coefficient with the change in velocity ratio V/U of prototype wing with the maximum opening angle of \( \alpha = 30^\circ \) and spring type elastic wing with \( \alpha = 0.8 \) spring is shown in Fig. 8. The spring coefficient is smaller than the one in Fig. 7; therefore at the same velocity ratio, even if the opening angle is big, the tendency in change of average thrust coefficient and average drag coefficient according to the velocity ratio is same. The average thrust coefficient of prototype(\( \alpha = 30^\circ \)) is 1.0, which is constant regardless of the velocity ratio. However, with the spring type(\( \alpha = 0.8 \)), the value increases sharply as the velocity ratio increases. Only it did not increase in a straight line because the spring coefficient was too small, so that the increase in opening angle with velocity ratio exceeded the range of elasticity. Meanwhile, the distribution of the average
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Fig. 6 Time variations for thrust and drag coefficients (V/U=1.0)
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Fig. 7 Average thrust and drag coefficients with velocity
drag coefficient was both similar in tendency with velocity ratio as Fig. 7, but the absolute value was smaller in the spring type than the prototype. This is because in the spring type, as velocity ratio increases, the opening angle increased also, which led to the decrease of average drag.

Average propulsive efficiency of various types of wings with the change in velocity ratio $V/U$ is shown in Fig. 9. When the velocity ratio is over 1, with the prototype where the maximum opening angle is constant, the one with big opening angle has larger average propulsive efficiency; with the spring type where the opening angle changes, the one with small spring coefficient has larger value. Especially over the velocity ratio of 1.5 where large thrust can be generated, by automatically adjusting the opening angle with a spring, propulsive efficiency can be increased over twice of the existing fixed angle type. Therefore, practical application of the propulsion mechanism is anticipated, which can greatly complement the weakness of low propulsive efficiency of the prototype in the large velocity ratio range.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study was conducted in attempt of improving hydrodynamic efficiency of the propulsion mechanism by installing a spring to the wing so that the opening angle of the wing in one stroke can be changed automatically, compared to the existing method of fixed maximum opening angle in Weis-Fogh type ship propulsion mechanism. There were 2 prototypes of wing with the maximum opening angle of $\alpha=15^\circ$ and $\alpha=30^\circ$, and 2 types of elastic wing with different spring coefficients. By changing the velocity ratio $V/U$, thrust, drag, and propulsive efficiency were examined experimentally. The summaries of results are as follows:

1. With the spring type, the opening angle has large value when moving from opening stage to the translational stage, and moving from translational stage to closing stage.

2. Average thrust coefficient was constant with the prototype with all velocity ratio, but it increased sharply with the spring type as velocity ratio increased.

3. Average drag coefficient with velocity ratio was similar in the tendency with each other, but the absolute value was smaller in the spring type than the prototype.

4. Average propulsive efficiency was larger with the bigger opening angle of the prototype, and with the smaller spring coefficient of the spring type.

5. In the range of velocity ratio over 1.5 where large thrust can be generated, the spring type showed over twice of the propulsive efficiency than the prototype.
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